The Atrium**** is situated on
the lush island of Skiathos, in
full harmony with the landscape.
Built amphitheatrically on a
picturesque pine hillside and
100m above the magniﬁcent
sandy beach of Agia ParaskeviPlatanias, it affords breathtaking
panoramic sea views from all
rooms and public areas.

Design & Style
Inspired by Nature

Designed by its architect owners –
Nikos & Heidi Chatzimichalis Schwartz
– the Atrium Hotel stands out for its
monastic style. It perfectly blends the
traditional and the modern, making
full use of the beauty of natural stone
and wood. An atmosphere of peaceful
relaxation, truly inspired by nature, is
achieved.

Accommodation
Inspired by Nature

The Atrium Hotel is a uniquely
designed complex of 75 rooms,
with spacious private balconies
or

patios

with

spectacular

panoramic sea view and fully
equipped

with

all

modern

comforts such as A/C, Wi Fi, TV,
refrigerator, safe box, bathroom
with

bath

and/or

hairdryer & amenities.

shower,

Standard double
Double with garden Jacuzzi
Junior suite-Family room
Junior suite with private pool
Junior suite with inﬁnity pool
Junior suite with garden jacuzzi
Maisonette with pool

Facilities & Services
Inspired by Nature

24-hour Reception
Room service
Laundry service
Swimming pool
Snack-cocktail pool bar
Restaurants
Stylish decorated lounges
Library Lounge
Piano
Wi-Fi
Playroom
Ping pong tables
Billiard room
Sauna | Fitness room | Massage
Jewellery | Gift shop
Outdoor parking
Concierge services

Atmosphere
Inspired by Nature

Skiathos is located in the north-western

Direct Flights from/to:
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Inspired by Nature

Aegean. It is the smallest yet most
cosmopolitan island of the Sporades
group. It presents an ideal combination
for leisure and sea sports. There

Thessaloniki

are more than 60 beautiful beaches
with golden sand or white pebbles and
a turquoise sea to swim or sail in,
forests of pine and olive trees to walk
through and isolated chapels and

Volos

Skiathos

monasteries to visit. All around the
island there are numerous restaurants

Ag. Kostantinos Mantoudi

and bars.
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